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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that 1, CHARLES STILWELL, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Mor 
ristown, in the county of Morris and State of 
New Jersey, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Bevel-Squares; and 
I do hereby declare the following to be a full, 
clear, and exact description of the invention, 
such as will enable others skilled in the art 
to which it appertains to make and use the 
same. 
My invention consists of an adjustable tri 

angular-headed bevel, try, and T square and 
spirit-level provided with adjusting devices 
for laying out different angles and for facili 
tating the use of the instrument for a plumb 

_ and level and as a radial square for laying 
out radial lines on a circular object, herein 

. after described and claimed, reference being 
20 made to the accompanying drawings, in 

. which— 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of my improved 
bevel-square with the blade adjusted as for 

. laying out both ends of a brace Whose angu 
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- spective ends. 

lar position is other than forty-?ve degrees, 
and therefore has different angles of the re 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of 
_ _‘ the tool adjusted for certain lines of a hex 

. agonal ?gure, and with dotted lines indicat 
36 mg another'position for the blade. Fig. 3 is 

‘ aside elevation ofthesame adjusted for eer 
'_ tain lines of an octagonal ?gure. v H _ Fig. 4 rep 

resents the tool asja level and a try-square. 
. Fig. .5 represents the, tool as a plumb and an 

35 
3 another position of the blade. 
- the tool as a miter-square. 

inside square, with dotted lines indicating 
Fig. 6 shows 

Figs. '7 and 8 rep 
resent the tool as a T-square and a center 
square. Fig. 9 represents an elevation of the 
base of the instrument. Fig. 10 ‘is a sectional 

. elevation of the tool on line 00 :0, Fig. 6; and 
Fig. 11 is a detail of the blade binding and 

; controlling device in plan view. 

45 
The instrument consists, essentially, of the 

triangular head-piece to, whose sides b c are 
forty-?ve degrees to the base d and ninety 
degrees to each other, and the thin metallic 
blade 6, said blade having a slot f extending , 

. nearly its whole length along the middle, and 
50 being adjustably secured by the binding 

, screw h in the _slot (, almost entirely sepa-, 
. rating the head-piece a into two parts, the 

blade and the screw being so ?tted that the 
blade may be shifted along and turned freely 
on the binding-screw when it is slack and be 
?rmly secured in position when adjusted to 
the required position by screwing the bind_ 
ing-screw up tight. This allows the setting 
and securing of the blade to any desired angle 
to the sides I) c for a bevel, as in Fig. 1, also 
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60 
for a miter-square, as in Fig. 6, and also for v 
various other adj ustments,of which several 
others are represented in the different views. 
This binding-screw is located in the line of 
the apex of the two sides of the head-piece 
perpendicular to the base, and‘ its distance 
from the two sides b c at right angles to them 
is half the breadth of the blade, so that when 
the blade is turned to the parallel position 
with either side one edge forms an extension 
of the line of said side, as shown in Figs. 4. 
and 5. In one end of the blade is a notch i,‘ 
coincident with the axial line of the slot f, 
and at j is a gage-stud coincident with bind 
ing-screw h in the line from the apex perpen 
dicular to the base of the head-piece, and at 
in Z are other gage-studs in the same line with, 
said binding-screw h, in lines parallel to the 
sides I) 0, respectively. Z is made in the form 
of a binding-screw to connect and hold the 
two parts of the stock together on that side, 
and at the same ti'mefto' be removable to al-. 
low of shifting the blade around on pivot h 
to the position represented in Fig. 8. It will 
be seen that by setting the notch i on these 
studs respectively before tightening up the 
binding-screw controlling the blade by the , 
slot the blade is accurately secured inv the‘ 
respective positions, Figs. 4, 5, and 6, without 
trouble or care and in accurate alignment. 
In Fig. 5, however, the screw-stud l is repre 
sented as inserted through the slot of the 
blade, the blade being shifted along binding 
screw h to the'limit permitted by the slot; 
but of course the notch i can be set tosaid 
stud Z, the blade e being turned the other Way, 
same as it is connected with studs 3' andk, . 
Figs. 4 and 6, when it may be required. As 
in Fig. 5, the tool forms a corner-square, and 
is also useful as a plumb; but for the latter 
purpose it is better with the blade reversed. 
Then, however, the tool becomes a try-square‘. 
instead of a corner-square. I make the stud 
j only about the height of the thickness of 
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the blade and ?t the blade su?‘icien tl y slack 
in the head-piece that the blade may be sprung 
over and shifted along the stud for entering 
the stud in the slot to gage the blade for the 
try-square and T-square, and also for a radial 
or center square, as represented in Figs. 7 . 
and 8. At m is anotherstud in such position 
relatively to binding-screw h and the head 
piece that when the notched end of the blade 
is adjusted thereon, as indicated in dotted 
lines, Fig. 2, the tool serves ‘for laying out the 
angles of one hundred and ?ve degrees and 
one hundred and sixty-?ve degrees to the 
sides 0 and b of the head-piece, respectively, 
and at 'n is another gage-stud, whereon the 
blade is adjusted to one hundred and fifty 
seven and one-half degrees to the side 0 and 
one hundred and twelve and one-half degrees 
to side I), as in Fig. 3. This is useful in lay 
in g out octagonal ?gures. The blade is made 
with other notches o of the notched end, one 
each side of notch 2', which, being inserted 
between gage-studs j and m, as in Fig. 2,?xes . 
the blade in the angles of one hundred and 
twenty degrees and one hundred and ?fty de 
grees to said sides 0 b, respectively, for hex 
agons. 
At 1) there is a part removed from the base 

(I in one side of the head-piece, at the extremi 
ties of which are bearing-points q for the 

‘ edges of a curved piece of workfas a round 
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disk or wh_eel,_said bearing-points being equi- - 
distant from the edge 3 of the blade when ad~ 
jjujsted for a T-square, so that it will then 
serve to lay out radial lines on such a piece, 
the periphery of said piece being placed 
against the bearing-points q. 
At t is a spirit-level applied so as to be used 

with side I) of the head-piece as a base and 
with the blade 6 as an extension thereof for 
greater accuracy when adjusted on gage-stud 
It‘ ‘by its notched end, as in Fig. 4:, and it is 
alsoadapted for use with said side I) as a base 
and with side 0 for a plumb-line when said 
side c is extended by one edge of blade e, said 
blade then having its notched end adjusted 
on the gage-stud Z, as indicated by the dotted 
lines, Fig. 5. The instrument is also useful 
in either of these conditions for a try-square. 
It will be seen that with these gage devices 
for special angles most frequently required 
and for prolongations of the sides of the head 
piece the instrument has a greater range of 
usefulness than as heretofore made, and the 
contrivance for radially lining curved work 
is an important additional feature of useful 
ness. 
An important advantage of the bevel hav 

ing the blade pivoted near the apex of a right 
angular head - piece and being adjustable 
along the pivot, so as to be used in one posi 
tion with both sides of the head-block, is in 
the facility it- atfords of marking two differ 
ent angles to a line, as 00 as, Fig. 1, and which 
are ninety degrees to each other, simply by 
placing the two sides of the head-piece,‘ re 
spectively, to said line, and without chang 
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ing the blade in the head-piece, which is es 
pecially useful in laying out braces of frame 
work which are not to be in angles of forty 
?ve degrees. 
For a substantial self-centering clamping 

joint at the bindingscrew h, I make a coni 
cal socket a’ concentric with the hole for 
said screw in one of the parts of the head 
piece and provide a correspondingly-shaped 
washer b’, rising slightly above the surface 
of said part- when placed in said socket, and 
having a tongue-piece d’ on the surface ?t 
ting the slot of the blade 6, between which 
washer and the other part of the head-piece 
the blade is bound when screw it is made 
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tight, which also binds the washer in the I 
socket, so that its friction therein through the 
‘tongue (1’ affords powerful resistance to the 
Q turning of the blade in the head-piece with 
‘ out having to draw the screw very tight, and 
gives stability to the blade when secured in 

i any position. 
I claim as my invcntion—— 
l. The combination of the right-angled tri 

‘angular head-piece having the median slot 
for the blade nearly separating it into two 

‘ parts, the slotted blade pivoted together near 
the apex of the said angle, and the binding 

' screw h, by which they are pivoted together, 
said blade being adjustable around and along 
the pivot, substantially as described. 

2. The combination of the triangular head 
piece, slotted blade, and the binding-screw h, 
by which they are pivoted together, one or 
more gage-studs of the head-pieces, asj m‘ n, 
and the notched end of the blade, substan¢ 

; tially as described. 
3. The combination of'the triangularhcad 

piece, the spirit-level arranged on the inner 
side of one of the sides of the head-piece, 
and the blade pivoted in the apex of ‘the 
head~piece and adjustable to and securable 
in a fixed position, with one edge in align 
ment with the side of the head-piece forming 
the base of the level. 

, 4. The combination of the right-angled‘ 
triangular head-piece, the slotted blade hav 
ing the notched end, and the binding-screw 
h,by which they are pivoted together near 
the apex of said angle, also the gage-stud It, 
said stud and the binding-screw h holding 
the blade with one edge in line with one side 
‘of the head-piece, and also the spirit-level 
located on said side of the headpiece as a 
‘base for the level, substantially as described. 

5. The combination of the triangular head_ 
piece, the slotted blade, the binding-screw‘h, 
by which they are pivoted together, the gage 
studs 70 K, respectively, with stud h parallel to 
the respective sides of the head-piece and 
half the width of the blade therefrom, the 
notched end of said blade, and the spirit-level, 
substantially as described. 

6. The combination of the triangular head 
piece, the slotted blade, the binding-screw ‘h, 
by which they are pivoted together, and the 
stud j, in the same line with the binding 
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screw h, in a line perpendicular to base d, 
said blade being adjustable over the top of 
the stud to engage the stud in the slot and 
disengage it from the slot, substantially as 
described. 

7. The combination of the triangular head-~ 
piece, slotted blade, and the binding-screw h, 
by which they are pivoted together, the gage 
studs j m, and the notches 00f the end of the 
blade, adapted to gage the blade to a prede 
termined angle by lodgment of said extension 
between said studs, substantially as described. 

8. The combination of the triangularhead 
piece, slotted blade, the binding-screw h, by 
which they are pivoted together, the gage 
stud j, in the same line with binding-screw h, 
‘in a line perpendicular to base d, and the 
bearing-points q, equidistant from the edge 8 
of the blade, substantially as described. 

9. The combination of the conical Washer 

with the blade, binding-screw, and the slot 
ted triangular head-piece, one of the parts of 
said head-piece having a conical socket con 
centric with the binding-screw, substantially 
as described. 

10. The combination of the conical Washer 
and the tongue-piece thereon with the slot 
ted blade, binding-screw, and slotted triangu 
lar head-piece, one of the parts of said head 
piece having a conical socket concentric with 
the binding-screw, substantially as described. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 

my invention I have signed my name, in pres 
ence of two witnesses, this 5th day of July, 
1889. 

CHARLES STILWELL. 

Witnesses: 
W. J. MORGAN, 
W; B. EARLL. 
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